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(?) As a noun. The mathematics of triangles and trigonometric functions. Hyphenation,
trigâ€¢oâ€¢nomâ€¢eâ€¢try. Part of Speech, (?) noun. Translation for 'trigonometry' in the free
English-Chinese dictionary and many other Chinese translations. The embryonic state of
trigonometry in China slowly began to change and advance during the Song Dynasty (â€“),
where. trigonometry ???. Chinese-English Dictionary / Calculator. ??? 7 ??? trigonometry ???
??(2): Taiwan MOE computer dictionary [moecomp]. trigonometry in Chinese::???. click for
more detailed Chinese translation, definition, pronunciation and example sentences. The
concept of angle, however, did not grow up either of ancient Chinese and At that time Western
trigonometry was introduced into China, and encounter of. trigonometry, Chinese Translation
of trigonometry, Chinese Definition of trigonometry, trigonometry in Chinese,
trigonometry????. ??? definition at shakethatbrain.com, a free online dictionary with English,
Mandarin Chinese, Pinyin, Strokes. Look it up now!. ??? definition at shakethatbrain.com, a
free online dictionary with English, Mandarin Chinese, Pinyin, Strokes. Look it up now!.
trigonometry translation in English-Chinese dictionary. Diagram illustrating problems in
spherical trigonometry, from Hsing Yun-Lu's Ku Chin Lit Li Khao (+ ), ch. Mongol form if
not in Chinese. Such at any rate . The Influence of Indian Trigonometry on Chinese
Calendar-Calculations in the Tang Dynasty Duan Yao-Yong1,? and Li Wen-Lin2 1 The
Chinese People's.
They were transmitted to Japan through books related to mathematics and astronomy written
in Dutch, and through Chinese translations of European. However, this embryonic state of
trigonometry in China slowly began to change and advance during the Song Dynasty (â€“),
where Chinese. The first of three articles on the History of Trigonometry. This takes us from
the Egyptians to early work on trigonometry in China.
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